JUNE 25 • WEDNESDAY
CONSERVATION AT THE CARLOS
6:30–8:30 PM  Conservation Lab

The Young Associates have an exciting opportunity for a behind-the-scenes look at our conservation lab—the only university conservation lab in the Southeast! Afterward we will toast our lovely conservators and fellow YAs at a wine tasting in the Carlos Museum boardroom.

RSVP is required by calling 404.727.2635 or emailing carlosmembership@emory.edu.

AUGUST 8 • FRIDAY
SIP & SEE A PRIVATE COLLECTION
6–8 PM  Home of Elaine Levin

Elaine Levin, Atlanta private collector and Carlos Museum Advisory Board member, invites the Young Associates to her home to tour her collection of works on paper. Andi McKenzie, curator of works on paper at the Carlos, will lead the tour, where flash photography and even red wine are permitted!

RSVP is required by calling 404.727.2635 or emailing carlosmembership@emory.edu.

carlos.emory.edu/YA